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COMPANY STATISTICS

Investment Summary: Since acquiring the historical high grade Menzies
Gold Project (MGP) and Goongarrie Gold Project (GGP) in late 2019,
KWR has undertaken two drilling campaigns mainly at MGP initially targeting
extensions to known mineralisation beneath existing historical high grade
workings. More recently drilling has focussed on targeting along strike near
surface extensions to known resources and unmined deposits, with intent to
rapidly add incremental shallow ounces to the current resource base. Both
strategies in a short time have proven worthwhile.
Despite consistent delivery of encouraging high grade intercepts,
(particularly at Pericles - Lady Shenton) we believe the market has largely
overlooked the potential commercial significance of the shallow high grade
gold mineralisation which could potentially be accessible via a new or
existing shallow open cut to provide early cash flow.
We anticipate the company will continue to deliver strong results at Menzies
quickly building on historical resources. Coupled with the soon to commence
drilling at the significantly under explored Goongarrie Gold Project testing
and following up historical previous high grade intercepts we have
confidence to rate the Company’s shares at this moment as a Speculative
BUY.
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•

Exploration Testing some of the last remaining parts of the 90Moz
Bardoc Tectonic Zone (BTZ): MGP and particular GGP are
considered two of the last under explored parts of the BTZ.

•

Menzies: Shallow Drilling Continuing to Exceed Expectation:
Recently announced shallow high grade intercepts at Pericles-Lady
Shenton continue to provide strong encouragement of MGP’s
prospectivity. Drilling is providing strong encouragement that
mineralisation at the prospects have potential to be joined with
additional drilling. The shallowness of mineralisation delivered to date
bodes well for the makings of a potential new open cut. Watch for
extension drilling between Pericles and Lady Shenton delivering results.

•

Goongarrie: Eagerly Awaited Drilling about to Commence After an
absence of any significant exploration activity for circa 10 years and
production for over 30 years, drilling is about to commence following up
on historical high grade intercepts and drill testing the BTZ basalt/
sediment contact under shallow salt lake cover for the first time. This
exciting drilling, is considered highly prospective ground for the
discovery of additional multi million ounce deposits on the BTZ.

•

Targeting: 1Moz in resources by end 2021 and/or Early Cash flow
from numerous Toll Treatment Options
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Company Overview
MGP & GGP
strategically
located

Both projects
located on the
90Moz Bardoc
Tectonic Zone, the
same contact
structure and rock
types that host the
Super Pit &
Paddington
Both MGP & GGP
considered two of
the last remaining
under explored
parts of the BTZ

Early exploration
success at MGP
has highlighted
prospectivity
Change of focus to
targeting shallow
ounces is working

Watch for further
announcements on
additional high
grade results at
Pericles/Lady
Shenton

Watch closely for
drilling
commencing at
GGP following up
on historical
Goldfields High
Grade intercepts

Kingwest Resources Limited (“Kingwest” or “the Company”) is an Australian junior
resources company holding two strategic tenement packages located in the Eastern
Goldfields Region of Western Australia, namely the majority of the historic high-grade
Menzies Gold Project (“MGP”) and the lesser well known and explored, but in our view
equally prospective, Goongarrie Gold Project (“GGP”).
Both projects, with significant historical gold production in their own right (particularly
Menzies ~ 0.8Moz @ 19gpt) are, without doubt, strategically prospective, being located on
the northern part of the well endowed BTZ, the same shear zone which hosts several multi
million ounce deposits including Paddington (6.4Moz) and Kalgoorlie (80Moz). We get
excited about the projects’ geology (dolerite-basalt/ Black Flag Beds contact zone) as the
projects (particularly Goongarrie) represent essentially one of the last remaining
underexplored parts of the BTZ which has the same gold mineralised contact zone and
rock types that host the major deposits to the south including the Super Pit on what is the
same BTZ structure.
Following project acquisition (September 2019), changes at the board level and
recapitalisation, the Company initially focused on drilling below existing open cut workings
at MGP’s Selkirk pit and very quickly intercepted several narrow very high-grade (circa
1/2oz to 1oz p/t) zones within a still high grade envelope ranging in widths of between 1.5
to 4m. Whilst this drilling in our view was very successful in terms of delivering extensions
to known mineralisation, it is the recent shift in focus to drilling along strike of historical
workings, at unmined prospects, drill testing and building on existing historical shallow
intercepts and resources that has further grabbed our attention.
The Company has now started to deliver a steady stream of very positive results at MGP
(Pericles /Lady Shenton) which has, so far, largely gone unnoticed by the market despite
demonstrating multiple shallow high grade intercepts that we envisage could potentially be
accessed from an existing or new open pit to produce an early cash flow if toll treated at
one of a number of nearby milling options open to the Company.
We believe the Company has a lot to offer investors in the near term, with anticipated
continued shallow intercepts being announced to the market extending strike lengths of
known shallow gold mineralisation at Pericles-Lady Shenton, and additionally with the
recent announcement that drilling is to re-commence shortly at GGP, there should be no
shortage of significant news flow. At GGP we are excited to see the Company is about to
follow up on high-grade gold drilling intercepts which were never followed up by Goldfields
in the 1990’s. All this in a largely unexplored goldfield that is ~80% covered by shallow
alluvium cover, now not inhibitive to modern day exploration techniques and drilling.

Project Locations
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Both projects
considered prime
exploration real
estate

Menzies & Goongarrie: Located on the Prolifically well
endowed Bardoc Tectonic Zone, Host to >90Moz

Located
strategically
straddling the
Goldfields Highway
along the BTZ

Above: Plan of the Bardoc Tectonic Zone (BTZ) highlighting the BTZ’s regional
importance in playing host to in excess of 90 Moz to date. The plan also highlights
KWR’s Menzies and Goongarrie projects strategic location in relation to the multi million
oz deposits of Padington and Kalgoorlie to the south.
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Menzies (KWR 100%) : A Well Known Brownfields Exploration
Opportunity in a Proven High Grade Goldfield,
Logistically Located Within Trucking Distance of no less
than 6 Toll Treatment Milling Options
Location & Tenure
Advantageously
close to the sealed
highway, power
and water

KWR’s MGP covers (125 km2) of the majority of the historical Menzies Goldfield which is
arguably one of Western Australia’s most famous historic goldfields located approximately
120km north of the Kalgoorlie Super Pit. The project has historically produced gold at an
unusually higher grade tenure than the surrounding gold camps with one notable exception
being the high grade Comet Vale mine located to the south adjacent to KWR’s GGP.

The high grade
nature of the
mineralisation and
the choice of
multiple toll
treatment options
in the area, which
we consider is
better than the
majority of gold
project on the WA
goldfields, makes
even a small
resource
delineation
significant for
potential
exploitation and
early cashflow

MGP lies contiguously along a 15Km north-south trending Menzies gold mineralised
corridor. Logistically the tenements are very well located, situated on and immediately
adjacent to the Goldfields Highway making accessibility to the projects extremely easy.

Project doesn’t
need a 1Moz
resource base to
push the button on
production and see
early cashflow

From a commercial perspective we view the easy access, with readily available power and
water, as very advantageous to any potential future mining operation. The combination of
the high grade tenure of historical ore produced would in our view easily be able to
withstand transporting significant distances and the close proximity to no less than six toll
treatment milling options, the closest being circa 80km away, bodes extremely well for
exploitation opportunities.
We highlight that even the delineation of relatively modest
resources would have very significant potential to be able to be exploited quickly for near
term cashflow. Whilst in our view the goldfield remains extremely prospective for future
large discoveries and significant resource increases, the project clearly doesn’t need a
1Moz resource base to be of commercial significance.
Geological Setting & Mineralisation

MSZ is widely
accepted as being
the northern most
continuation of the
BTZ

MGP is located in a 2 to 5km wide zone of intense ductile deformation referred to as the
Menzies Sheer Zone (MSZ). The MSZ is widely accepted as being the northern most
continuation of the BTZ , a major crustal feature of the Eastern Goldfields host to in excess
of 90Moz . The gold deposits within the MGP and those further south at GGP and Bardoc
have many similar geological characteristics.
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Gold mineralisation at MGP of commercial interest can be broadly divided into three types,
Single large quartz veins (i.e. “quartz reefs”), close-spaced sheeted quartz vein zones and
sulphidic biotitic shear zones. All of which are associated with various mafic, ultramafic,
metasediment and grandiorite contacts within the MSZ.
Previous
production of
787,200 oz at an
impressively high
grade of 18.9gpt

Current resource
base of 320,000oz
considered as an
solid starting point
to build on with all
of the known
deposits notably
open at depth

Previous Production a Strong Indication of the High Grade nature of the Field
The MGP has recorded historical production of 643,200 oz grading 22.5gpt from
underground between 1895 and 1943 plus 145,000 oz grading 2.6gpt open cut between
1995 and 1999, for a total of 787,200 oz grading 18.9gpt.
Total combined resources using a 1gpt cut off reported by the Company are currently: 4.8Mt
grading 2.1 gpt for 320,000 oz (7 deposits, namely: Yundaga, Lady Shenton, Stirling ,
Pericles, Lady Harriet– Bellenger Selkirk and Warrior). Based on current evidence, none of
the deposits appear to be closed off. We view this current resource as an excellent starting
base from which to build.
Drill Targeting Strategy 1 : Drill Testing Known Lodes below the base of mining
Following MGP acquisition in October 2019 the Company immediately embarked upon a
strategy of drill testing known mineralised lodes under historical open pit and underground
workings. Exploration was concentrated on lodes that were known to have historically
produced high grade ore (~1oz pt) . Results announced late October 2019 included:

•

•
•
•

Whilst the market
was lacklustre, we
view the results
positively, noting
the reported
narrow, very high
grade intercepts
beneath the
shallow (60m
deep) Selkirk pit
being contained
within a much
wider high grade
envelope

0.93m @ 36.20 gpt Au from 126.3m (within 4.9m @ 8.44 gpt from 125.3m)
KWD008 (Pericles)
0.78m @ 21.60 gpt Au from 106.2m (within 2.3m @ 8.36 gpt Au from 105.7m)
KWD003 (beneath Selkirk pit)
0.50m @ 32.20 gpt Au from 69.4m (within 1.2m @ 13.6 gpt Au from 68.6m)
KWD002 (beneath Selkirk pit)
1.14m @ 12.54 gpt Au from 90.1m (within 3.0m @ 4.54 gpt Au from 89.0m)
KWD001 (beneath Selkirk pit)

in

in
in
in

We consider the drilling
program
to
have
very
successfully demonstrated the
lodes are open and continue
at depth. Whilst the market’s
reaction was lacklustre with
width component of the
intercepts taken as being too
narrow, our attention to the
announcement is immediately
drawn to the report noting the
high grade intercepts are
contained within a wider, still
high-grade envelope. These
results are consistent with the
widths
of
mineralisation
historically mined at the project and even more importantly equally comparable to those of
other projects currently mined in other parts of the WA Goldfields. We remain very
optimistic on this proven strategy of drilling beneath historical high grade workings at MGP
and believe these results should be followed up with additional drilling and early scoping
investigation whether access to this newly defined mineralisation could potentially be made
from a pit cut back or the development of an underground close to the base of the pit.
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Drill Targeting Strategy # 2: Follow up on high grade shallow intercepts
New strategy
targeting shallow
ounces capable of
incrementally
adding to existing
resources appears
to be working

In 2020 KWR switched to a second strategy from testing known high grade lodes at depth
below existing workings to following up on historical shallow high grade intercepts that could
incrementally add shallow ounces to the current resource inventory. MGP is currently host
to a number of known unmined deposits, some of which currently have modest resource
estimates, but are known or believed to be open along strike and at depth. The new strategy
with a combination of step-out and infill drilling is seeking to incrementally increase the
current resource base of these deposits. The key with this strategy is the term ”shallow”
implying easier near surface accessible mineralisation that could potentially be mined near
term for cash flow than that of the deeper drill targets of Strategy 1.
On 6 October 2020 KWR announced a series of intercepts following the recent stepout and
infill drilling of the Pericles prospect which is part of the Lady Shenton system. Results
included:

With the continued
delivery of shallow
high grade results
at Pericles-Lady
Shenton we
envisage the
potential makings
of a new open cut
even at this early
stage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4m @ 11.04g/t Au from 47m in KWR075
• 3m @ 12.28g/t Au from 79m in KWR072
• 5m @ 6.22g/t Au from 56m in KWR077
• 2m @ 12.01g/t Au from 91m in KWR072
• 8m @ 3.43g/t Au from 73m in KWR069
• 6m @ 3.78g/t Au from 68m in KWR060
• 6m @ 3.23g/t Au from 66m in KWR062

• 5m @ 3.11g/t Au from 72m in KWR065
• 4m @ 3.30g/t Au from 51m in KWR061
• 4m @ 3.18g/t Au from 60m in KWR068
• 2m @ 7.14g/t Au from 44m in KWR064
• 2m @ 6.12g/t Au from 84m in KWR067

We view the above shallow intercepts very favourably and note significant consistent widths,
tenure of grade and also very importantly shallow depths. Results announced to the market
to date now provide us with an indication of the potential makings of a future open cut at
Pericles-Lady Shenton.
Watch for new
announcements of
additional high
grade results to the
SW of Pericles
which may allow
the two current
resources of
Pericles and Lady
Shenton Lodes to
be upgraded and
combined into a
single open cutable resource base

Currently the mineralisation extending for a strike length of in excess of 400m metres at
Pericles is strongly believed to continue to the SE and likely link up with the Lady Shenton
lodes. New drilling already underway is planned to test this which could see the two
historical resources of Pericles (1.4Mt grading 1.8gpt for 79,500 oz) and Lady Shenton
lodes (0.79Mt grading 2.55gpt for 64,700oz) be upgraded and become combined with an
additional 100-200m of mineralisation between them. We anticipate future announcements
will continue to deliver strong results in this SE extension area.

Early Encouragement from first pass
drilling at Stirling Prospect located
immediately south of the Lady Shenton pit
may provide further upside for the Lady
Shenton resource base. Drilling has
returned shallow intercepts including:

13.0m @ 13.05 gpt Au from 32m in KWRD009
3.0m @ 6.05 gpt Au from 61m in KWR042
2.0m @ 11.27 gpt Au from 51m in KWR044
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Lady Harriet & Yunndaga Systems
Lady Harriet &
Yunndaga: MGP’s
Prospectivity Not
Limited to Selkirk &
Pericles-Lady
Shenton but
numerous other
deposits and
prospects
throughout KWR’s
tenement holding,
along the MSZ

KWR has no
shortage of
exciting drill
targets over its
MGP
tenements…………
……….. Prioritising
which ones to drill
first is the
challenge

Chronic shortage
of drilling
information below
200m throughout
the field despite
high grade gold
mineralisation
known to continue
at depth just
highlights the
projects
prospectivity

On the 6 February 2020 KWR announced a recent study of historical data highlighted the
high grade gold mineralisation at Yunndaga workings remains very much open at depth.
Historical production face sampling records along development drives from the 1930’s
included 31m grading 22.3 gpt Au with average width of 2.1m, 62m grading 20.4 gpt Au with
average width of 0.7m along Level 21, 19m grading 24.5 gpt Au with average width of 1.5m
between Levels 19/20, 15m @ 21.2 gpt Au with average width of 1.5m and between Levels
20/21. Yunndaga has historically been the largest producer of gold at MGP to date having
produced 270,000 oz at a grade of 16gpt down to 600m.

Drilling targeting an area beneath the workings (June 2020) returned 1.03 metres grading
24gpt from 731m. Whilst the intercept was narrow in nature the key takeaway from this is it
nevertheless demonstrates that the MGP gold system extends deep and is consistently
reliable in both grade and predictability on its positioning. Noting from experience, veins in
these systems pinch and swell, indicating that wider zones of mineralisation may well be
present.
Both the study and the deep drilling highlighted that despite proven continuation of high
grade lodes below historical workings the chronic shortage of drilling and in particular drilling
deeper than 200 metres, strongly signifies the high prospectivity of not only Yunndaga but
the MGP as a whole.
KWR has no shortage of exciting drill targets over its MGP tenements. Prioritising which
ones to drill first is the challenge. After all, the mineralisation is all part of the same original
gold system and the key to finding ounces in major shear zones like the BTZ –MSZ is
largely a function of the amount of drilling one undertakes.

Left: Historical plan view of the
MGP with drill collars of drill holes
deeper than 200m plotted. Whilst
KWR has added additional holes to
this since acquisition, the plan
highlights the chronic shortage of
drilling
below
200m
despite
compelling
evidence
of
mineralisation continuing at depth.
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Goongarrie Gold Project (KWR 100%): One to Watch Closely
Advantageously
located on the
Goldfields Highway
with power and
water and access
to numerous toll
treatment plants in
the area

Location & Tenure
KWR’s Goongarrie Gold Project (“GGP”) is located approximately 40km south of the MGP
and 90km north of the Kalgoorlie Super Pit. As with MGP, GGP advantageously straddles
the sealed Goldfields Highway, power and water services and is considered to have
excellent access to the toll treatment plants in the area.
KWR’s tenure consists of a series of contiguous exploration and mining tenements covering
approximately 125 km2 over a north south strike length in excess of 25km.

Geological Setting & Mineralisation

Same geology and
structures as the
Super Pit,
Paddington,
Aphrodite and MGP

GGP is considered to have very similar
geology to MGP being situated in Archean
terrain on the border of the western edge
of the BTZ with all currently known deposits
structurally controlled and located on or
adjacent to a major NNW trending strike of
parallel shear zones varying in intensity
from 20-200m wide.

Historical
production sourced
from just the
exposed parts of
the field (20%)

Historical Production
GGP has seen intermittent gold production
since the 1800’s with the most recent being
in the late 1980’s with Julia Mines mining 4
shallow open cuts for 35,000oz. GGP total production to date is estimated at 162,710oz.

80% of goldfield
located under thin
salt lake cover
historically off
limits ….but not
now with modern
exploration

Prime Real Estate,
considered to be
one of the last
remaining under
explored parts of
the BTZ

1.7Moz Aphrodite
Gold Deposit just
7km from KWR’s
lease boundary on
the same contact
zone

Drilling About to
Commence
following up on
previous owner
Goldfields high
grade intercepts

Standout Exploration Prospectivity
Modern exploration since closure of the last workings over 30 years ago has been very limited. We
are excited about GGP’s prospectivity and are watching it closely number of reasons. Firstly we note
KWR’s reporting that previous production and exploration has largely been limited to just 20% of
the field, as circa 80% of the field lies beneath thin salt lake cover, which has been off limits to
exploration. This is no longer the case with modern rigs having developed capablities for drilling on
salt lakes in recent years.
Secondly, we consider this project as one of the last remaining largely untested parts of the BTZ and
with three regionally significant gold-mineralised structures running into the GGP under cover
including an 18km long section of alluvium-covered and virtually unexplored, gold mineralised
Victorious Basalt/Black Flag beds contact .
Thirdly as strong evidence of the prospectivity of GGP, Bardoc Gold’s 1.7 Moz Aphrodite gold
deposit is located just 7km south of KWR’s lease boundary on the same gold mineralised contact
zone. GGP drill intercepts requiring follow up include:

•21m at 3.5g/t Au from 33m
•43m at 1.6g/t Au from 71m
•4m at 14.9g/t Au from 38m
•57m at 1.23g/t Au from 31m (incl. 3m at 7.2g/t)
•3m at 12.9g/t Au from 10m
•22m at 2.0g/t Au from 52m
KWR has recently announced that it plans to commence drilling at GGP shortly, initially following up
on historical high grade intercepts generated by previous owner Goldfields which were never
followed up at that time. We will be watching drilling activities very closely at GGP as it occurs.
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Board & Management
Adrian Byass – Non-Executive Chairman
Adrian is a resource and economic geologist with over 25 years’ international experience in
the mining industry both in listed and unlisted companies. Adrian is a Non-Executive and
Executive Director of various listed and unlisted mining entities, which have transitioned to
production in bulk, precious and speciality metals around the world.

Steve Brockhurst – Non-Executive Director
Steve is currently Managing Director of Mining Corporate, and holds over 16 years’
experience in corporate and capital structuring, corporate advisory, ASX and ASIC
compliance requirements, company secretarial services, and capital raising.

Jon Price – Non Executive Director
Jon is a metallurgist with over 25 years of domestic and international experience across all
aspects of the industry including exploration, development, construction and mining
operations in the gold and advanced minerals sectors. Jon is currently the Managing
Director of Horizon Minerals, a West Australian focused gold development company.

Jonathan Downes – Non-Executive Director
Jonathan has more than 25 years’ experience in the mining industry and has worked in
various geological and corporate capacities. Jonathan has experience with nickel, gold and
base metals and has also been intimately involved with numerous private and public capital
raisings.

Ed Turner – Chief Executive Officer
Ed is a geologist with 30 years of experience throughout Europe, South America, Africa and
Australia in a range of roles encompassing base, precious and specialty metals for leading
mining companies. Technical strengths include exploration, underground mining, resource
estimation, feasibility studies and development level work. Ed was previously the CEO and
General Manager of Exploration & Geology for Galena Mining Limited where he was
instrumental in the continued delineament of the high grade Abra lead-silver deposit in the
Bangemall Basin WA which is currently moving towards commercial development.

Corporate & Finance
As at the end of September 2020 quarter, KWR had no debt and cash reserves of $5.0 million
(est.). The Company will receive $1.9 million by the end of October 2020 from proceeds of the
sale of the Goongarrie Lady mine. Currently with an elevated cash burn rate associated with
drilling activities linked to Menzies and soon Goongarrie projects, we estimate the Company’s
cash burn rate to be around $0.7 million per month. Whilst KWR remains well funded at the
moment (we estimate KWR currently has circa $5 million cash on hand), a capital raising will
need to occur around Q2 2021 assuming the continued delivery of favourable exploration
results.
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Risks Associated with Investing in Kingwest Resources Limited
Potential investors need to be aware that investment in Kingwest Resources Limited, like all investments in junior resource companies, is of a
highly speculative nature. Normal share market risk conditions apply including commodity prices, currency fluctuations, sentiment, supply and
demand and general economic outlook. Normal exploration, development and production risks also apply as well as operating, environmental,
native title risks.

Disclaimer & Disclosure
Disclaimer & Disclosure of Interests: This report is provided by Peloton Capital Pty Ltd (Peloton) (ABN 22 149 540 018, AFSL 406040)
and is general in nature. It is intended solely for the use of wholesale clients, within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act 2001.
This report must not be copied or reproduced, or distributed to any person, unless otherwise expressly agreed by Peloton. This document
contains only general securities information or general financial product advice. The information contained in this report has been obtained
from sources that were accurate at the time of issue, including the company’s ASX releases which have been relied upon for factual
accuracy. The information has not been independently verified. Peloton does not warrant the accuracy or reliability of the information in this
report. The report is current as of the date it has been published.
In preparing the report, Peloton did not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any
specific recipient. The report is published only for informational purposes and is not intended to be personal financial product advice. This
report is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial product. Peloton is not aware whether a recipient intends to rely on this report
and is not aware of how it will be used by the recipient. Before acting on this general financial product advice, you should consider the
appropriateness of the advice having regard to your personal situation, investment objectives or needs. Recipients should not regard the
report as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment.
Peloton may assign ratings as ‘speculative buy’, ‘buy’ and ‘sell’ to securities from time to time. Securities not assigned are deemed to be
‘neutral’. Being assigned a ‘speculative buy’, ‘buy’ or ‘sell’ is determined by a security total return potential, with the total return potential being
aligned to the upside or downside differential between the current share price and the targeted price within a specified time horizon, if
deemed appropriate.
The views expressed in this report are those of the analyst/author named on the cover page. No part of the compensation of the analyst is
directly related to inclusion of specific recommendations or views in this report. The analyst/author receives compensation partly based on
Peloton revenues as well as performance measures such as accuracy and efficacy of both recommendations and research reports.

Peloton believes that the information contained in this document is correct and that any estimates, opinions, conclusions or recommendations
are reasonably held or made at the time of its compilation in an honest and fair manner that is not compromised. However, no representation
is made as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of any estimates, opinions, conclusions or recommendations (which may change
without notice) or other information contained in this report. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Peloton disclaims all liability and
responsibility for any direct or indirect loss that may be suffered by any recipient through relying on anything contained in or omitted from this
report. Peloton is under no obligation to update or keep current the information contained in this report and has no obligation to tell you when
opinions or information in this report change.
Peloton does and seeks to do business with companies covered in research. As a result, investors should be aware that the firm may have a
conflict of interest which it seeks to manage and disclose.
Peloton and its directors, officers and employees or clients may have or had interests in the financial products referred to in this report and
may make purchases or sales in those the financial products as principal or agent at any time and may affect transactions which may not be
consistent with the opinions, conclusions or recommendations set out in this report. Peloton and its Associates may earn brokerage, fees or
other benefits from financial products referred to in this report. Furthermore, Peloton may have or have had a relationship with or may provide
or has provided, capital markets and/or other financial services to the relevant issuer or holder of those financial products.
Specific Disclosure: The analyst does not hold securities in KWR.
Specific Disclosure: The report has been reviewed by KWR for factual accuracy.
Specific Disclosure: As of 20 October 2020, Peloton Capital or its employees held 4.56m shares in KWR. This position may change at any
time and without notice, including on the day that this report has been released. Peloton and its employees may from time to time own
shares in KWR, and trade them in ways different from those discussed in research. Peloton Capital may arrange the buying and selling of
securities on behalf of clients.
Copyright: Peloton Capital Pty Ltd, 2020. All rights reserved.
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